Reporting as an Act of Citizenship:
The Net, the News and the Greek “Crisis”1
by Penelope Papailias, University of Thessaly
This article examines the Greek debt “crisis” that began in 2010 as a significant moment of rupture and
transformation in media practices and ideologies. As the mass media system of broadcast television and
newspaper journalism undergoes scathing critique by large segments of Greek society, a new culture of
reporting and following the news has been flourishing on the internet. This article considers how this reimagining of the news (its object, agent, audience, purpose) is part of a re-imagining of the political in which
witnessing and reporting are positioned as fundamental acts of embodied citizenship.

T

he debate around the phenomenon of
“citizen journalism” in the age of the internet has tended to gravitate around issues
of professionalism and credibility. Arguments
are frequently voiced on both sides. Some argue for the greater authenticity, proximity to
the event, and political autonomy of citizen
journalists, while others contend that they
lack proper training, knowledge of procedure,
experience and objectivity. What remains constant though is the emphasis on journalism,
rather than citizenship.1
In this brief essay, I want to suggest the need
for a shift of emphasis as I consider the flourishing of independent reporting, blogging and
tweeting, and the ongoing production of narratives, documentaries, satires and archives,
relating to the Greek financial “crisis” of 2010
and beyond (i.e., the EU/IMF “bailout,” the
austerity measures, the anti-austerity protests
and violent police actions against these protests). As the mass media apparatus of broadcast television and newspaper journalism has
been widely discredited, the aforementioned
practices have literally exploded on the web,
usurping the mass media’s prerogative to the
“live,” exploiting to the full the archival capacities of the internet and turning users into
producers, and news into parody.
1
This article is a revised and expanded
version of “Witnessing the Crisis” from the
Hot Spots web forum of the journal of Cultural
Anthropology, entitled “Beyond the ‘Greek Crisis’:
Histories, Rhetorics, Politics,” http://www.culanth.
org/?q=node/449 (Nov. 3, 2011).
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Like any media event, the debt “crisis” has
proved a watershed moment in the transformation of media practices and ideologies. To
the extent that this “crisis” is, as many finally
have recognized, first and foremost a political
crisis—a crisis of democracy—it could not but
constitute a crisis of representation in which
the two senses of representation: political
representation (speaking for) and communicational representation (re-presentation) are
critically fused. For this reason, the re-imagination of news reporting (its object, agent,
audience, purpose) also could not but entail
a re-imagining of the political. It is in this
sense that one is led to pose the question of
what it means for citizenship that reporting
has emerged with particular centrality in the
digital age.

Bums, Rats, Journalists!
The 2010 financial “crisis” exposed the shaky
ground of loans, government monies, tax
breaks and kickbacks on which the bloated
media system had been resting, as well as the
uninsured, off-the-books, flexible labor conditions of journalists, photographers, cameramen and other employees in the mass media
who have been losing their jobs in great numbers since the crisis began. More profoundly,
though, the bankruptcy of political culture
has been seen as synonymous with that of the
mass media system itself. Concentrated in the
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hands of a few wealthy ship owners, construction magnates and other businessmen who
can afford to take on these loss-making enterprises in order to influence public opinion, the
Greek mass media has been charged not so
much with working in the government’s interest by blatantly supporting its policies instead

Fig. 1: “Bums, Rats, Journalists”. Photograph of graffiti. Retrieved
from http://maga.gr/2012/01/25/alites-roufianoi-dimosiografoi/.

of critically reporting on them, but rather the
reverse: the state supports the media by granting government contracts to the economic
elite controlling the media and promoting
neoliberal policies in their interest.2
Things have gotten to the point that the familiar protest slogan “Cops, Pigs, Murderers” (Batsoi, Gourounia, Dolofonoi) has been
twinned with “Bums, Rats, Journalists”
(Alites, Roufianoi, Dimosiografoi). Remarkably,
this old anarchist slogan was taken up by the
more populist and patriotic of the Indignants
(Aganaktismenoi) who flooded and occupied
Athens’ central Syntagma square during the
2
Hatzistefanou, Aris. “From Snitches to
‘Pretenterides,’” Lifo. April 6, 2011.
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summer of 2011. In the symbolic topography
of the square, these Indignants congregated
in the upper part (the General Assembly, tent
encampment and working groups were to be
found in the lower square). After facing the
parliament building and chanting “thieves,
thieves” with hands outstretched and splayed
in the moutza cursing gesture, they
would pivot toward the historic
luxury Grande Bretagne hotel and
shout the aforementioned slogan,
while beaming the green lights
of toy lasers on the façade of the
building and into the lenses of the
barely visible spectator-journalists
on the balconies.
It would be tempting to conclude
that at this very moment the TV
masses who had never before been
involved in political action finally
got off their couches, lifting off the
televisual veil of deceit. It was not
long though before their performance of rage was itself deemed
a spectacle—crude, instinctual, uncommitted,
nationalistic—by those identifying with the
lower square. Yet, this convenient “upper”
and “lower” square dichotomy reproduced
a body/mind split easily transposed onto the
supposed chasm separating those still watching and being manipulated by TV from the
more enlightened internet users with their oppositional networks. However, as media theorist Tiziana Terranova has argued in Network
Culture: Politics for the Information Age, in fact,
intensive crosscutting and remediation occurs
across a common informational field that is
simultaneously highly connected and highly
segmented.3 Moreover, the modernist political
3
Tiziana Terranova. 2004. Network Culture:
Politics for the Information Age. London: Pluto Press,
p.144.
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Fig. 2: Laser beams play off the walls of the Grande Bretagne. Photograph: Yannis Behrakis/ Reuters. Retrieved from http://www.
washingtonpost.com/laser-beams-shine-during-a-massive-rally-in-athens/2011/06/06/AG4zsGKH_photo.html.

project of lifting the masses into reason and,
thus, out of affect and out of the body fails to recognize the centrality of bodily affect to the contemporary politics of communication by privileging information and representation over
the materiality of intensities and perceptions.4
4
From the perspective of Terranova’s
argument, a radical approach to the relationship
between politics and communication would focus
on the “capacity to synthesize not so much a
common position (from which to win the masses
over), but a common passion giving rise to a
distributed movement able to displace the limits
and terms within which the political constitution of
the future is played out” (2004: 156).
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Press as Project
Returning to the crowd slogan “Rats, Bums,
Journalists,” one is struck by the way this
phrase heralds the apparent “end of journalism,” or at least its total social delegitimization. Yet, in fact, what we have been seeing
is the profound re-imagination of journalistic
practice by critical journalists, as well as popular identification with this role. At the same
time that mass media has been undergoing a
scathing critique by large segments of Greek
society, a new culture of reporting and following the news has rapidly established itself on
the internet.
One of the key insights of scholarship on tele-
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vision is that the reality effect of the medium
is fundamentally linked to its structure of temporality: “liveness” guarantees realness more
than reference.5 Thus, if we think in terms of
intensities and not only representations, the
usurping of the function of the “live” from
corporate media sources is extremely significant. Live streaming of people’s assemblies in
Syntagma and other squares around Greece
through hastily established web sites or Twitter newsfeeds formed by hashtags6 took the
pulse of the “now,” bringing dispersed followers into the moment. Individual “Twitterers”
emerged as go-to commentators7 while blogs,
web-based news collectives and portals, which
assembled multi-media sources from critical
blog posts and documentaries to live feeds,
took the next step of framing the news more
comprehensively.8 Testament to the nimbleness and cosmopolitanism of digital news re5
See Mary Ann Doane, “Information,
Crisis, Catastrophe,” In New Media, Old Media: A
History and Theory Reader, ed. W. H. Kyong Chun
and T. Keenan. New York, Routledge, 2006, 251-264,
and Penelope Papailias, “Историята ‘на живо’:
технология и темпоралност в медийното събитие
(Instant History: Technology and Temporality in
the Media Event). In Natural Sciences, Technologies
and Social Worlds, ed. Dessislava Lilova. Sofia: RIVA
(forthcoming).
6
For instance, #m15gr (the “Greek”
response to the first gathering of the Spanish
Indignados on May 15th, 2011), #25mgr (the
beginning of the Greek Aganaktismenoi movement),
#greekrevolution, #19ogr/#20ogr (for the 48-hour
national strike on October 19th and 20th, 2011)
and #rbnews (the citizen journalism feed of the
“radiobubble” collective).
7
See, for instance, http://twitter.com/#!/
Cyberela.
8
See, for instance, the sites www.tvxs.gr and
thepressproject.gr/, spearheaded by professional
journalists disaffected by the mainstream press and
broadcast media system.
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porting, the use of English and other foreign
languages has enabled the national media envelope to be transcended, often with the aim
of exposing state violence to an international
audience.9 What was taking place in all this activity was not simply an alternative documentation of a given reality but a struggle over
perceptions in which the emergent internet
news assemblages were not aloof to the discourse of corporate media but, as we shall see,
actively engaged in challenging and subverting it.
An interesting phenomenon in this context
was the 2011 Debtocracy, “the first Greek documentary produced by the audience.”10 Filmed
on a shoestring budget, the documentary was
(re)paid through post-factum contributions
from viewers, thus, circumventing reliance
on funders and the creative and ideological
restrictions such relationships so often entail. One of the two journalists who directed
the film, Aris Hatzistefanou, in fact, was fired
for political reasons from his job at one of
Greece’s major (ship owner-controlled) radio stations just two days before the film was
aired. The film, which challenges dominant
explanations of the causes of the debt crisis,
as well as the legitimacy of the debt itself
(through the notion of “odious debt”), was
made freely available as a download on the
film’s website and on YouTube. The documentary, which is in Greek but has subtitles in six
other languages, reached a half million views
within a few days.11 Contrary to the idea that
9
The “Occupied London/ From the Greek
Streets” blog, for instance, follows protests to
austerity measures in Greece, presenting “irregular
updates and articles on the situation in Greece, in
English,” http://www.occupiedlondon.org/blog/.
10
html.
11

See http://www.debtocracy.gr/indexen.
Buoyed by the success of Debtocracy,
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high-tech media forms are inaccessible to the
broader public, the documentary, in addition
to being watched on computer via broadband,
was viewed in any number of more conventional ways: screened throughout Greece and
abroad in public squares during protests, at
universities and in local cultural centers, but
also burned onto DVDs and watched on home
television sets in remote villages.

Archive and Remediation
Despite its association with
transmitting the present moment through
“streaming” and always
“refreshed” web pages,
the internet, like cinema
and other technologies
of modernity it incorporates, also records a fleeting “now.” The internet
has come to constitute
an ever-growing, userproduced,
open-access
archive that historicizes
the present. Uploaded
photographs and videos,
messages and tweets sent
in the heat of the moment,
commentary on breaking news, rants and jokes:
all this material remains,
providing a particularly

Fig. 3: An array of videos of police violence during anti-austerity protests available on YouTube.
Accessed on February 21, 2012 (search query=june+29+athens+police+violence).

journalists Aris Hatzistefanou and Katerina Kitidi
solicited audience donations toward the production
of a second documentary entitled “Catastroïka:
Privatization Goes Public” (http://www.catastroika.
com). This film concerns deregulation and the
privatization of public companies around the globe,
from California and Great Britain to the former
communist states of East Germany and the Soviet
Union. The trailer promises that “catastroïka” will
be “coming soon to your country.”
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varied resource for cultural memory, as well
as a tool for challenging monologic media
representations. Anti-archives have spontaneously emerged around disputed events, such
as the vicious police crackdown of the June
29th , 2011 protests against the passage of the
midterm austerity program.
Resonant counter-images, such as those of
Athenian “riot dogs,” which have circulated
virally on YouTube, have also been inscribed
into this sprawling archive.12 In these instances it becomes clear that we are talking not just
about the “what” of information, but also its
recombinant possibilities and the intensities

of its reiteration.
What kind of “news” or “truth” is a stray dog
lying on the ground, unperturbed, at the feet
of riot police, or running and barking loyally
12
At the time of writing this article, the
photo slide show on YouTube entitled, “The
Legendary Athens Greece Riot Dog” (http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=_HPb46aK7hM),
had
already surpassed half a million views.
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Fig. 4: Riot dog. Photo: Reuters. Retrieved from http://www.telegraph.
co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/greece/7705535/Riot-Dog-becomeshero-of-Athens-protests.html.

Another genre that has been assaulting the mainstream media news
and that relies heavily on archival re-collection is political satire,
which has been thriving in the crisis.
Prominent and central to this form
is the incessant, entirely irreverent
re-take on news footage, which is
“augmented”: overlaid with other
voices and images and brazenly
spoken over with ironic countercommentary and narrated by antianchormen, like the tsolias of the satiric Ellinofreneia (“Greek madness”)
radio and (now terminated) television show,
dressed in an exaggerated version of the ceremonial Greek national guard costume.

alongside protestors being sprayed with teargas or chased by police forces? Or do we need
instead to ask about the power of such images, which are usually infused with dynamic
soundtracks, to affect viewers (with hope,
with rage) and move them in a political sense?
Another important point related to the internet archive involves the shift away from the
idea(l) of the journalist-“author” toward the
act of re-producing (filtering, re-ordering,
commenting, modifying, annotating, etc.), a
shift of course occurring widely across digital networks in relation to audiovisual texts.
A just slightly after-the-fact aggregating,
storifying, chirpstory procedure enables the
ephemeral tweets and blog posts of the day to
be endlessly composed and re-composed into
multi-perspective news briefs and analyses in
which the authors might not have provided
any original material.13
13
See, for instance, compilations from
Twitter, blogs and other sources documenting the
June 2011 protests at http://globalvoicesonline.
org/2011/07/04/greece-we-gave-birth-to-
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Fig. 5: Former Prime Minister Giorgos Papandreou kisses
an icon transposed with Angela Merkel’s image on the television political satire show Ellinofreneia (SKAI channel),
August

2010.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LR_

iWa130I.Bild29151.PNG

Defying the ephemerality of the news flow
and its particular topoi of incessant replay,
democracy-and-we-killed-it/ and http://storify.
com/asteris/greece-standoff-for-midterm-austerityplan-voting), or the assorted “chirpstories” of
“Irate Greek” (http://theirategreek.wordpress.com/
twitter-archive/).
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Fig. 6: Apostolis, the tsolias-anchorman of Ellinofreneia. Retrieved
from http://www.tlife.gr/Article/NEWS-NEWSMEDIA/0-40-5200.

the un-forgetting of “promises” and “red
lines” (in terms of cuts and concessions)
through the rerunning of old speeches and
pronouncements also can create ironic effects.14
While these practices of archival recall are
rampant on the web, actor Lakis Lazopoulos’ television show Al Tsadiri News (a notso-politically-correct play on Al-Jazeera
and the “shack” [tsadiri] of the gypsy)
has developed a tremendous following
(as well as many critics of his populism
and didacticism) for relentlessly ripping
through and remediating the whole televisual media flow from celebrity gossip to
global news. He often opens an extra window (parathiro) in rerun news footage to
talk back to the “box” (on the box).

Fig. 7: Lakis Lazopoulos opens an irreverent third window on the nightly news.
Video excerpt of Al-Tsantiri News uploaded on May 18, 2010 to http://www.you-

(No) Free Comments
With the growing dissent over austerity measures, state violence has been directed not
14
See the “time machine” of the “Press
Project” that even includes footage of former PM
Papandreou’s enthusiastic visit with Gaddafi in
Libya, http://thepressproject.gr/theme.php?id=5098.
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only toward the bodies of protestors, but also
to their cameras. There have been many incidents of physical violence against journalists,
including representatives of the mainstream
Greek media, but also foreign journalists,
which have led in some cases to debilitating
injuries.15
Reflecting a belated appreciation for the growing credibility and comprehensiveness of citizen journalism and commentary on the web,
but also a total ignorance of how it all works,
the government proposed legislation in the
summer of 2011 to ban anonymity on blogs.16

tube.com/watch?v=8J5KCJ0Y06Y.

15
See,
for
instance,
http://www.
keeptalkinggreece.com/2011/10/05/athens-riotpolice-beats-photo-reporters-pcts-video/.
On
April 5, 2012, president of the Greek Union of
Photojournalists, Marios Lolos, was beaten on the
back of his head by a policeman while covering a
protest and suffered serious brain injuries.
16
“Anonymity ban being explored for
blogs,” Kathimerini (English),
Aug. 10, 2011.
http://www.ekathimerini.com/4dcgi/_w_articles_
wsite1_1_10/08/2011_401865.
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some years in the making—one
could say it has been maturing
since December 2008. Less often discussed as a media event,
the 2008 revolt had at its core a
classic case of citizen countersurveillance. On December 6,
2008, a woman on her balcony
in the politicized Athens neighborhood of Exarcheia happened
to witness the gunning down
of 15-year old Alexis Grigoropoulos by the police and capture it in a video that would
be quickly uploaded to the
Fig. 8: A riot policeman hits photojournalist Tatiana Bolari in the anti-austerity demonstration of
October 5, 2011. Athens, Syntagma Square. Photograph: Yannis Behrakis/ Reuters. Retrieved from independent news portal Athens Indymedia. Later, this video
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/10/05/us-greece-strike-idUSTRE79449L20111005.
entered the televisual flow, but
first in a doctored form.18 SpeIn justifying this legislation, the justice miniscifically, MEGA channel broadcast a video in
ter remarkably stated that the internet should
which sounds of conflict were layered into the
cease to host koukouloforoi (literally, the “hoodsoundtrack making it seem that the policeman
ed ones”), thus provocatively likening blog
were reacting in defense, rather than initiatposts to Molotov cocktails lobbed into pubing the violence. The significant thing to note
lic places by masked protestors at rallies. By
is that this tampering was criticized intensely
using this particular contested term, though,
in the blogosphere and ultimately did not sucthe minister essentially extended the old techceed in convincing the public that “Alexis”
nique of criminalizing and de-politicizing
was a delinquent youth who got what was
dissent from the streets—onto the web. A
coming to him. Minutes after the murder, infew weeks later, a tongue-in-cheek blog post
formation began to be shared on Twitter and a
“reported” on a proposed 0.03 Euro tax on
new social-political collectivity was called into
comments to blogs (except anonymous ones!),
being by way of the address to a yet unknown
along the lines of the highly disputed property
“you”: “Come down (to the streets)” (Kateveite
tax linked to electricity (bills): those who do
kato). The networks formed through the use of
not pay the blog comment tax can expect to
17
the hashtag #griots (g[reek] riots), not to menlose their internet connection.
tion the countless Facebook memorial pages,
YouTube videos, Indymedia posts, uploads to
Remember, Remember the 6th of December
Flickr, blogs, SMS and pirate radio, played an
unprecedented role in the actualization, but
This new digital news mediascape I have
been describing did not emerge fully formed
18
For an excerpt from a documentary
in response to the debt crisis, but has been
17
See,
http://sarantakos.wordpress.
com/2011/09/17/telos/.
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discussing MEGA TV’s manipulation of the original
footage of Grigoropoulos’s murder, see http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEwcL2pXhOY.
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also the narration, of the revolt.19
As is so often the case in media events, the
actual referent of these messages and images
is less significant than the lines of connection
forged. Instead of seeking the meaning of the
revolt in a manifesto, one might look at what
this decentralized, non-hierarchical, flexible,
self-conscious, non-dogmatic networking and
news-filtering process says about the possibilities of another mode of representation
and communication. Turning to the current
debt crisis, one finds that many people active
in blogging or digital news-gathering collectives point to the formative days of December
2008, or even self-identify as members of the
“Generation of December,” when they speak
of their practice.
Reporter-Citizens
When thinking about Greek digital media reporting in the context of the debt “crisis,” perhaps the most important thing to note is that
the very notion of the event and our relation to
it has been transformed. What is at stake is the
gesture of witnessing—the burden and the responsibility—and, thus, nothing less than the
evolving terms of contemporary citizenship.
The acts of documenting, commenting, forwarding and re-composing I have described
actively rearticulate the relationship between
communication and the political. They have
arisen from profoundly affective bodily experiences in a reclaimed public space vying
to become a new commons. The newsfeeds
pulsing through Twitter hashtags, thus, do
not just represent an alternative, leftist news
source based on amateur, independent report-

ing, which challenges the distortions of mass
media discourse. These practices also signal
a fundamental shift in perspective—from the
hotel balcony of the foreign correspondents to
the streets—that implies not merely a “closer”
and “realer” view on events, but also a fundamentally different commitment.
This is not a matter of hierarchies of journalistic quality and accuracy. The issue is not
whether citizens can be journalists, or whether
they are for various reasons better or worse at
the job, but what it means for citizens to take
on this role. What seems to be happening, in
other words, is that reporting—looking (not
watching), recording, commenting and reviewing, as well as more generally empathizing with others and caring about what is going
on around you—has become a profound act of
engaged and embodied citizenship.
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19
In retrospect, a notable precursor was
the 2007 protest in Athens’ Syntagma Square after
the devastating fires on Mt. Parnitha, which was
organized via signature-less SMS.
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